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Project Summary  
UAV photogrammetry – the process of measuring ground 
features from overlapping photos acquired from drones – brings 
huge efficiencies to ground-based vegetation surveys. In this study, we wanted to assess 
whether UAV photogrammetry could replace traditional field measures of mean vegetation 
height along seismic lines (narrow corridors open in the forest for oil and gas exploration), 
where height is an indicator of recovery. We surveyed, both with a drone and on foot, 30 
seismic lines of varying recovery status in four different areas of Alberta’s oilsands region, and 
compared the field measurements to the UAV estimates, including their respective cost. We 
found that UAV photogrammetry can estimate mean vegetation height along the line within 10 
cm of the field value, does not need external data on terrain elevation, and is more cost-
effective than traditional field methods. This can potentially transform the way vegetation 
recovery is monitored in linear disturbances. 
 

 
Management Implications and Lessons Learned 
At the aggregated site level, we found that UAV photogrammetry could replace traditional field-
based vegetation surveys of mean vegetation height across the range of conditions assessed in this 
study, with an average error of less than 10 cm. Cost analysis indicates that using UAV-based point 
clouds is more cost-effective than traditional field vegetation surveys. 
 
Our findings have implications beyond monitoring recovery in seismic lines. Utility companies could 
use it to assess when vegetation has encroached in a powerline or pipeline and needs to be treated.  
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